Cell-Pet™
Cell-Pet™ is a unique liquid oxygen mineral
supplement, in a super-energized❷ concentrated
colloidal form that increases oxygenation❶ in the
blood stream; and improves digestion, the immune
system, the metabolism, and the bird’s general wellbeing. As a natural plant-based product, Cell-Pet™ is
safe to use with all types of birds, and has been
achieving excellent cost-effective results world-wide
with Racing Pigeons, Tumblers, Chicken production,
Parrots, Budgies, etc.

Benefits of using Cell-Pet™
As a dynamic multi-action agent, Cell-Pet™ is
environmentally and ecologically safe for all types of
birds. It has no detrimental side-effects, and has
numerous benefits for racing pigeons, tumblers,
chickens, parrots, budgies, etc.:
♦ Reduces distress, disease & mortalities
♦ Improves health & condition
♦ Strengthens systems, e.g. immune system

Other reasons for using Cell-Pet™
Works fast and effectively
Is cost-effective and easy to use
Achieves sustainable results
Reduces ammonia content in manure, thus
reducing possible damage to lung surfaces
and susceptibility to respiratory diseases
♦ Reduces need for costly medications

♦
♦
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Challenges Due to Water Pollution
Today, bird owners are being faced with increasing
environmental pollution and fluctuations in the
quality of food and drinking water - making Pigeons
more susceptible than ever to distress and disease.
Deficiencies of Oxygen and Minerals lead to
accumulation of metabolic waste and toxins in bodily
systems, creating a breeding ground for harmful
bacteria, viruses and pathogens, thus making the
pigeon more vulnerable to disease.

Costly medications are then used to remedy the situation,
often retarding the growth and condition of pigeons.
To address these challenges, the unique and amazing
supplement, Cell-Pet™, should ideally be given to Birds
daily, for enhancing their nutritional biochemical activities
and enabling them to function optimally.

How Cell-Pet™ achieves results
Cell-Pet™ supplies each bird with essential nutrients,
e.g. minerals, and produces nascent oxygen and
hydrogen (see * overleaf), in a controlled and timereleased manner, all at cellular level, where it is most
needed.
Each time a bird drinks the drinking water that contains
Cell-Pet™ in it, Cell-Pet™ works in its most amazing and
unique manner, on the physical, electromagnetic,
chemical and biological levels of the bird.

Physical and Electromagnetic Levels:
Cell-Pet™ provides the bird with essential elements and
minerals, required for proper composition of bodily fluids,
maintenance of healthy nerve functioning, and proper
formation of all cells, e.g. blood, muscle and bone cells:
• resulting in improved and accelerated food conversion
into increased healthy body mass; and
• resulting in improved quality and size of eggs, as well
as stronger shells, and increased laying frequency.
Minerals in Cell-Pet™ are in physical colloidal form, i.e.
minute negatively-charged particles. Because most bodily
fluids (like blood and lymph) are colloidal, the bird’s bodily
systems perceive Cell-Pet™ as normal healthy body
fluid, and allow the micro-nutrients to pass immediately
through sensitive tissues of the bird’s mouth, throat and
oesophagus into the blood stream. Nutrients are
therefore rapidly available for assimilation by all parts of
the body, at cellular level.
The electromagnetic energy released by the production
of nascent hydrogen (see * overleaf) boosts the bird’s
immune system significantly.

Chemical and Biological Levels:
Oxygen - for producing metabolic energy, and for
oxidizing toxins and metabolic body waste for
effective elimination. (see * overleaf).
Hydrogen - for irrigating, building and
strengthening cells and organs, preventing
inflammation, moistening lung surfaces for gas
diffusion, and regulating body temperature.
(see * overleaf)
Amino Acids – for building proteins, hormones,
neurotransmitters and anti-bodies, as well as the
pigeon’s immune system for resisting viral,
bacterial and fungal infections.
Enzymes – for enhancing the digestive and
metabolic functions of the bird, enabling it to
assimilate more nutritional benefits, than
previously, from the foods that it eats.

Ingredients in Cell-Pet™
Cell-Pet™ is a registered blend of natural plantsourced minerals, nutrients and electrolytes in
ionic colloidal suspension; and proprietary
elements that supply controlled nascent oxygen
and hydrogen at cellular level. All ingredients are
organic and totally non-toxic. They are
cryogenically, not chemically, extracted to ensure
maximum pureness and potency. No alcohol or
glucose is used in the product. Cell-Pet™ is also
hypo-allergenic.
Cell-Pet™ can be used in conjunction with other
remedies, medications and additives because it
increases their bio-availability and effectiveness.
Cell-Pet™ does not contain any vitamins, so
additional
supplementation
programs
are
therefore to be continued.

What else does Cell-Pet™ do?
Often, when birds start drinking water mixed with
Cell-Pet™, they experience some form of
detoxification, such as loose droppings (which are
actually healthier droppings).
This is because Cell-Pet™ supplies a bird with the
essential elements that it needs, and so its bodily
systems strengthen and can more easily eliminate
waste, acids and toxins that may have been
accumulating in its body for some time.

s fAast and Administering
effecadmintiveCell-Pet™
Directions: Cell-Pet® is highly concentrated so only a
small dosage of 1:4000 to be used initially. Using a
syringe, add 0.50 ml of Cell-Pet™ to 2 litres of water.
Stir well. This dosage to be increased to 1:3000 from
day 4 to day 6, when on day 7 it is to be increased to
the daily dosage of 1:2000 i.e. 1 ml to 2 liters.
Please follow these instructions carefully.
®

Dosage of Cell-Pet for Birds
Days
Days
On-going
1 to 3
4 to 6
Daily
Pigeon
1:4000
1:3000
1:2000
Chicken
1:4000
1:3000
1:2000
Budgie
1 Drop in 500ml water
1 Drop in 250ml water
Others Birds: Consult Oxygen For Life SA (Pty) Ltd.
Bird

Smaller birds drink less water and have smaller
drinking bowls, which only require 1 drop of Cell-Pet®
being added to 500ml water for the first week. The
water bowls can then be filled from this source. From
®
the second week onwards, 1 drop Cell-Pet to be
added to 250ml water. Note: Make a fresh batch daily.
If the drinking water is of poor quality, apply the same
dosage to the water and allow it to stand overnight as
this will improve the quality of the water. The same
dosage is then to be added again the following day
prior to being given to the birds.

Is Cell-Pet™ a medicine?
Cell-Pet™ is not a medicine. As a nutritional
supplement, it provides birds with a constant stream
of essential building blocks (e.g. oxygen, minerals,
etc.) so that each bird’s systems can optimally carry

out their functions of energising, cleansing, building,
balancing and protecting living tissue every day.
Disease Conditions: If the birds show signs of being
challenged, increase the amount of Cell-Pet™ (up to a
ratio of 1:1,000) being added to the drinking water at the
time, to boost the birds’ ability to resist disease.
A bird cannot overdose Cell-Pet™. Its bodily systems will
simply eliminate any unused excess. The rate of
detoxification is however determined by the quantity of
Cell-Pet™ added to the drinking water.

Cell-Pet™
Registration Number V25403
Act 36 of 1947
South African National Department of Agriculture

When birds are not as yet used to the inclusion of
Cell-Pet™ in their drinking water, care must be taken to
ensure that the prescribed quantities are not exceeded
initially.

Super-energized❷
Concentrated Oxygen Mineral
Supplement

Unique Oxygen and Super-energized Product

for

* Oxygenation: Cell-Pet™ is a di-pole proprietary
formulation, invented by Everett Storey, a renowned
physical chemist and microbiologist, and the patentee of
the hydrogen bomb. He received recognition from Albert
Einstein for his work on hydrogen and oxygen atoms, and
his “water splitting technology”. Cell-Pet™ triggers the
dissociation of hydrogen and oxygen atoms from water
molecules in the blood stream, immediately supplying
nascent oxygen and hydrogen atoms at cellular level.
Super-energized: Using his knowledge of bipole ionics,
subatomic interactions, and quantum mechanics,
together with proprietary technologies of Microactivation™ and Electroculture™, Storey electrostatically
induced all the electrons in his formulation with a unidirectional vortex spin that was defined as being “superenergized”, i.e. life-enhancing.

Precautions
For animal use only. Keep bottle away from children. Avoid
contact with natural organic and petroleum based materials
(e.g. leather, silk, cotton, linen, wool). Cell-Pet™ contains
enzymes that may break down these organic materials.
Oxygen For Life (Pty) Ltd, and Nu Science Corporation USA make no
medical claims or otherwise for the treatment, prevention, cure or
mitigation of disease. If your birds have a medical condition, we
recommend you consult a Veterinarian.
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BIRDS
(All Types)

Cell-Pet™ is manufactured by Nu Science Corp.
U.S.A. and is based on the same technologies as
Cellfood®,,
the
oxygen
mineral
nutritional
supplement (for humans).
Distributed by : Oxygen For Life S A (Pty) Ltd.
P. O. Box 739
Muldersdrift, 1747
South Africa
Telephone:
0860 2355 3663 (0860CELLFOOD)
Internat Tel:
+27(0) 86023 5536
Email :
Website:

life@oxygenforlife.co.za
www.oxygenforlife.co.za

